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Abstract Software architectures for autonomous systems are generally structured
with 3 layers: a decisional layer managing autonomous reasoning, a functional layer
managing reactive tasks and processing, and an executive layer bridging the gap be-
tween both. The executive layer plays a central role, as it links high-level tasks with low-
level processing, and is generally responsible for the robustness or the fault-tolerance of
the overall system. In this paper, we propose a development process for such an execu-
tive layer that emphasizes on the dependability of this layer. To do so, we structure the
executive layer using skills, that are formally defined using a specific language, and we
then provide some tools to verify these models, generate some code, and a methodology
to assess the fault-tolerance of the resulting architecture.

Keywords Skill-based architecture · Dependability · Development Process ·
Model-Checking · Fault-Tree Analysis

1 Introduction

One main challenge in developing autonomous systems is to define software architec-
tures integrating low-level functions (e.g., control) and decisional-level features (e.g.,
task planner). A popular approach is to deploy layered architectures [31], and more
precisely 3-layers (functional, executive, and decisional layers) as shown in Fig. 1.

The executive layer is an abstraction layer, usually in charge of splitting the high
level tasks, commanded by the decisional layer, into atomic actions that should be
realized by the functional layer. This intermediate layer checks if a commanded task
can be realized (according to the current system’s state), and chooses the appropriate
termination mode when its execution is finished, in order to let the decisional layer
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Fig. 1 A three layer architecture for autonomy

determine the following actions according to the mission objectives. This kind of archi-
tecture is particularly suitable to manage mission reconfiguration at decisional level,
as done for example in [1] where back-up plans are selected by the decisional layer in
response to some hazardous event or failure.

In critical applications in which autonomous systems are used, decisional capabil-
ities must settle on a robust and safe executive (and consequently functional) layer.
When developing such a layer, the designer must provide evidences that the executive
layer has been correctly designed, and that possible hazards are correctly dealt with,
either at the functional or at the executive level.

A recent and interesting step in that direction comes from the adoption of a skill-
based architecture, where the modularity of robotic capacities allows a more robust
control of robotic functions, and increased safety. In fact, as in other domains, fault
prevention in the software of autonomous system is mainly carried out through the
modularity of software components and the tools adapted to the heterogeneity of the
used models [53,28,40].

In this paper, we propose a process to develop dependable software architectures
based on such skill concepts to populate the executive layer. To do so, we provide (1) a
formal modelling of the executive layer through a Domain Specific Language, (2) tools
to support the development of this layer in relation to the other layers, (3) tools to
assess the dependability of the skill-layer in relation with the functional layer. The
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art related to skill
concepts in robotics, their formalization and verification. Then, a general overview of
the development process we propose is presented in Section 3, along with an illustrative
application. This process is further detailed in the upcoming sections: Section 4 presents
the domain specific language, Section 5 the associated model-checking tools, Section 6
the code generation toolchain, and Section 7 the fault tolerance analysis. We conclude
this paper by presenting a concrete application in Section 8 and discussing future works
in Section 9.
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2 Related Works

This section presents main works on skill definition, formalization, implementation in
a decisional architecture, and verification.

2.1 Skill-based architectures in robotics

The conceptual model of robotic skills is born to enhance the modularity of robotic
capacities, integrating both sensing and acting within a small set of “robot skills” [53].
Skills are implemented such that a robot can easily be reconfigured or repurposed.
The aim is to allow users that are not expert in control or robotic field to easily use
advanced robot systems, through a minimal parametrization of the skills which are
in charge of implementing basic functionalities. Ideally, a skill can be easily composed
with other skills because it already integrates all information, resources access rules, be-
havioral logic, recovery strategies, low level controls, etc., which are needed to execute
a certain task. In robotic literature, the concepts of task, primitive action, and robot
skill are commonly used, and sometimes they overlap. The confusion arises because
task-level programming (a well-known direction taken by the robotics community) [11]
makes use of low level entities, usually named “robot skills”, that instantiate primitive
actions, usually centered on motion [3,26,43,39,8,9]1 Brooks writes about “task achiev-
ing behaviors” [11], which is a break from the purely functional architectures previously
developed and focuses the robotic architecture on layers of behaviors that integrate sen-
sors and actuators. Such layered architecture has been widely used since [12,71,33,69,
68]. In this sense, primitive actions are basic functionalities or atomic motions of a
robot. Their combination can produce tasks, which are aimed at achieving complex
goals [9].

The skills, as they are intended in this paper, are components of a modular robotic
architecture which differs from macros or tasks in their generality, composability, and
reconfigurability [53]. They are basic functionalities that participate to design the com-
plete task. Thus, their combinations are called tasks, which are the mission-level imple-
mentation of a robotic system [53,63,60]. This approach mainly leads to multi-layers
architectures. The skills-based approaches to robot programming vary in different fields
of robotic research, not all adopting the 3-layered approach described in this paper.
For instance, in [60], the authors perform task-level programming using manually re-
programmable skills in a pyramidal architecture based on three layers of abstraction:
tasks, skills, and device primitives. These three layers are decoupled from the hardware,
implementing the functionalities of the robot at three levels of abstraction. In SkiROS
(Skills-ROS) [57,56], the architecture is organized into four layers of abstraction: skills
are separated from the executive layer, which provides an interface to embed and coor-
dinate motion primitives, and services. The decision layer can be either a user-interface
or a automated task planner. A set of standardized device interfaces allows an easy
link between layers, and extend the portability of all code.

1 However, the expression robot skills refers, in more recent years, to skills chaining and
skills learning in Deep Reinforcement Learning [38,21,48,42].
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2.2 Skills and decision layer

It is expected that Robotics 4.0 evolves towards “more advanced features in terms
of motion, computing, perception, and cognition” [24]. The improved autonomy of
robotics systems depends on the advances of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms.

The decisional layer encodes the mission description using a variety of approaches
and languages. The underlying formalism of mission description languages may vary
from logical languages such as Linear-Temporal Logic (LTL) or Computation Tree
Logic (CTL) [22,46,29], to discrete event dynamic system specification as Petri Nets
[74,20] or finite state machines [10,66], and Behavior Trees [27,14,25].

Automated Planning has been used for instance to combine high level tasks in or-
der to solve a problem [52,53,30,19,18], based on the current state of the robot, and
the desired goal/final situation. The concatenation of tasks provided by an automated
planner brings the robot to its goal. Automated Planning spouses well the skill for-
malism as it defines transition in terms of pre- and post-conditions using STRIPS [23]
or a STRIPS derived modeling language [57]. In particular, a temporal description of
planning actions, which correspond in the model to the robot skills, has been developed
to ensure concurrency at the task planning level [51].

A declarative way to chain skills in a modular manner, in a fully or partially mod-
eled mission, is done through Behavior Trees (BTs). This formalism allows describing
to a higher level of abstraction than most of the skills-related programmings, and to
model more complex skills chaining and coordination, including skills executions condi-
tioned on system or environment variables. Behavior Trees have gained attention among
roboticists for this reason [14,58,25]. Several robotic skill applications delegate BTs for
the control flow of the mission. Generally, BTs are specified by the programmers [37,
15,14,73,6,1], but they can also be generated by Reinforcement Learning (RL) [35,36,
5,44] or Evolutionary Algorithms [59] to adapt to a specific task. Automated Planing
is also a technology of choice to generate robotics mission scenarios, and several works
go towards this direction to produce BTs in the shape of a plan [62,13,72,51].

2.3 Skill formalism

Skill characterization and parametrization are generally performed via an ad hoc spec-
ification language. A relational model representing the interaction between skills (or
elementary behaviors) and resources and data (provided by the robot or external) has
been proposed in [54]. This model however neither represents the behavior of resources,
nor possible terminal modes of the skill executions. In [67] skills are represented with
preconditions and device resources requirements in an OWL ontology, along with mech-
anisms to define synchronization of skill execution. This extension of ROSETTA, a set
of ontologies of robot skills aimed at supporting the reconfiguration and adaptation
of robot-based manufacturing cells [64,65], deals with a rather poor skill model, e.g.,
with no information about failure modes or rates.

A graph-based skill formalism to describe robot manipulation skills and bridge the
gap between high-level specification and low-level adaptive interaction control is intro-
duced in [34]. The transitions between manipulation primitives during a skill execution
are based on pre, post, and fault conditions. However, even if the system is interfaced
with an adaptive controller, the transition system, and skills concatenation remain
relatively simple.
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LightRocks [66] is a domain specific language (DSL) for robot programming. It
defines a transition system between elemental actions, which result in a FSM. Contrary
to the usual skill-based architecture, which fundamentals will be described in the years
following this publication, skills are supposed to be coded by robot experts as net of the
Primitive actions; higher level tasks can be implemented by combining skills, and do
not require expert knowledge. The different layers of the architecture implemented with
LightRocks can then be compiled in a code using a single Generic Action Component,
which interfaces eventually with the API of the robot.

2.4 Implementing skills

Designing skills is supposed to be accessible to any user. A common drawback is,
however, the need for laborious and complex parametrization, resulting in a manual
tuning phase that is deemed necessary to find satisfactory parameters for a specific
skill [61,60]. Such task can be made easier by a representation language [43]. Automated
approaches have been used, like Reinforcement Learning (RL), for acquiring new motor
skills from demonstration [8]. RL is employed to learn motor primitives that represent
a skill [7,2]. In [49], supervised learning by demonstration is used in combination with
dynamic movement primitives to learn bipedal walking in simulation.

In the field of Industry 4.0, the need for adaptation of robotic platforms for a wider
product variation has raised the attention on skill-based architecture [2]. To facilitate
different products manufacturing and consequently providing decreasing production
costs, “flexibility” is searched in robotic applications, ideally embedding decisional ca-
pacities, and the ability to adapt to different tasks. Fully autonomous robots are then
supposed to make their own decisions to perform tasks in constantly changeable envi-
ronments without operator’s interaction [7,72,51].

The Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is central in many skills related works [53,
63], because of the need to overcome the requirement of an expert supervision to
reprogram robots to accomplish certain tasks interacting with humans [70]. Functional
User Interfaces allow skills to be easily concatenated, through the use of simple task-
level programming methods, to program a variety of tasks that can then be deployed
and executed by the autonomous robot.

2.5 Skill verification

One challenge when deploying skill-based architectures is to guarantee properties re-
garding the execution of the skills. Two main approaches may be cited: static verifica-
tion, focusing on verifying properties on the model of the skill, and dynamic verification
to check properties when the system is running. Static verification and testing have
been widely studied, but there are few works on run-time verification, i.e. mechanisms
able to detect properties violation and engage recovery mechanisms to keep the system
in an acceptable state. This is part of the overall concept of fault tolerance coming
from the dependability community [4]. Many works are focusing on the functional level
of architectures, to implement fault detection and recovery, but few are focusing on the
skill level. Some previous examples, like the work in [55], was actually running run-time
verification at the skill level, but without any formalization of the skill concept.
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On the contrary, authors of [40] focused on safety of the skill-based architec-
ture adding a monitoring model, such that the safe execution of each task is guaran-
teed by adding a new safety skill to each task. The role of such skill is to monitor, and
eventually stop the task execution if a faulty behavior is detected in any of the skills
composing the task. Each skill has then the capacity of triggering an alarm to a mon-
itoring process that runs continuously in parallel with the execution of the functional
primitives of the skill. Pre and post conditions skill checks were also introduced by [53]
to identify faults at execution-time.

2.6 Conclusion

As discussed, several skills-based formalism and architectures exist in robotics, as the
approach is not entirely novel and is gaining momentum in robotic applications. How-
ever, a complete development framework that allows to describe complex interactions
between skills and resources, data, and the environment, is rare to find. In this work,
we propose a development process for skills-based robotic architecture using a novel
skill-specification language, from which it is possible to generate the code for platform-
specific implementation. This allows users that are not expert programmers to adapt
their implementation by modifying the generated code from a high level description of
the skills and their relational model. In that way, specific low-level functions can be
composed in a more complex framework using skills. The verification-oriented approach
we tackle also ensures that some basic execution properties of the skills are guaranteed:
skills execution can then be verified, in order to detect that no undesired states would
be visited at run-time. Dynamic verification is performed on the transition function of
the skills, as it is expressed by the robot language described in this paper.

3 Skills-Based Development Process Overview

3.1 Contribution

This paper presents a development process for dependable robotic architectures that is
settled on the concepts of skills. These skills, grouped into skillsets, are on one side an
abstraction of the functional architecture of robotic systems, and therefore give to the
decision layer a high-level description of nominal executions and failure modes of the
system, necessary to define higher level behaviors. On the other side, skills can act as
controllers of the functional layer, by orchestrating the use of sensors/processing/ac-
tuators while satisfying properties. In the development process proposed, the central
element is the skillset. The objective of this development process is to define the skill-
layer of an autonomous robot, to help the development by generating components that
manage the skills execution, and to propose verification and analysis tools that make
the resulting architecture trustworthy in its management of failure conditions.

The development process is presented in Fig. 2. The first step of the process consists
in defining the skillsets of our robotic system. Skillsets are mainly composed of resources
and skills, both formally specified. A Domain Specific Language (DSL) then allows
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Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed development process. Legend: double links: model or code
generation; dashed links: manual modelling or updates; plain links: layer interactions.

to specialize these resources and skills for a specific system. The skillsets elements,
formalization, and the DSL, are presented in Section 4.

The next step of the process is to verify the correctness of the skillset models
specified by the developer. The model written using the DSL and the semantics of
skillsets are translated into a Satisfaction Modulo Theory (SMT) problem, on which
the solver Z3 [47] is applied to check for inconsistencies. In case some inconsistencies are
raised, the general process calls for improving the skillset model to avoid inconsistent
behaviors. This verification step is presented in Section 5.

Once a correct model of a skillset is designed, the next step of the development
process is to generate an execution managing component. This component, called the
skillset manager, implements the execution semantics of the skills. It also provides a
standardized interface to trigger skill execution from a decision layer. Finally, the link
with the functional layer must be implemented by the user as a specific C++ class,
that extends the general skillset semantics. The part of the skillset manager that cor-
responds to a system specific code is called the skillset implementation. The resulting
skillset manager takes the form of a ROS2 node, managing the execution of the skillset
according to its semantics, making the link with the functional layer, and providing an
API to be controllable from the decision layer. The description of the skillset manager
is presented in Section 6.

Finally, as the skillset verification is only based on skillset models, we need an ex-
tra step to analyze the complete behavior of both the skillset and functional layers,
in order to check that the potential failure conditions expressed in the skillset model
actually cover (possibly unambiguously) the potential failures of the functional layer
or the robotic system itself. To do so, the next step of the development process follows
a Fault-Tree Analysis (FTA) methodology, in which the failure of each skill is analyzed
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as an independent event. The top part of each fault tree directly comes from the skillset
models, by applying a specific pattern. The fault-tree is then manually extended by an-
alyzing the skillset implementation, the functional layer, and the robotic system. This
FTA can result in recommendations for updating either an existing skillset model or
skillset implementation to better manage possible failures. It can also be used during
the skillset conception process itself, to help to identify the different success/failure
termination modes and the corresponding termination conditions. This FTA step is
further described in Section 7.

The work presented here has been partly published in the following papers:

– in [41], we proposed a first version of the skillset definition language;
– in [1], we mainly described how to use skillset models to implement a robust decision

layer using Behavior Trees (BTs) for a UAV application;
– in [45], we presented the fault tree analysis of skill-based architectures.

The present paper improves these contributions to the following points:

– a new version of the skillset description language is presented, and the execution
semantics of skillsets is detailed;

– the verification of skillset models is a new contribution;
– all the steps are presented in a unified manner as a complete development process

for autonomous and dependable robotic systems.

3.2 BVLOS Infrastructure Inspection

In order to illustrate the development process, we use, in the next sections, a BVLOS
Infrastructure Inspection example. This use case describes the inspection of a building
with a UAV. The inspection is executed by turning all around the building in a BVLOS
scenario (UAV Beyond the Visual Line of Sight of the safety telepilot). Even if the
flight plan is executed automatically, the aerial regulation requires that the safety
telepilot can take back manual control at any moment, which assumes permanent video
feedback. This feature is provided by a stream skill which adjusts the video compression
rate to guarantee a minimum frame rate and a minimum image quality criteria. During
the inspection, we assume that the UAV travels through different communication zones
featuring more or less degraded bandwidth, until entering a critical bandwidth zone
(i.e., for which the frame rate criteria cannot be respected anymore). The implemented
architecture must then be able to cope with such a situation. Also, to fulfill aerial
regulations, some evidences on the dependability of the UAV architecture must be
provided. The application of the several steps of the development process proposed in
this paper is presented in Section 8.

4 Skills Modeling

The modeling relies on a language that we want to be unambiguous and that allows
describing the capabilities of different robots. It is called robot-language. This language
supports the modeling, the various analyses, and the generation of the code that is
then embedded and deployed on different robots. It is important to notice that the
runtime semantics of a skillset relies on three distinct elements: its model defined using
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robot-language; its functional definition (the skillset implementation) implemented by
C++ code placed in specific locations (called hook), and its use by the decision layer
which produces (so-called external) requests on the skillset.

4.1 Skillset

A skillset, as the name suggests, represents the different capabilities of a robot and the
accessible data and resources it uses. A skillset has a name and contains a set of data
(denoted by D), a set of resources (denoted by R), a set of events (denoted by V), and
a set of skills (denoted by S). Listing 3 shows the definition pattern of a skillset and
its different elements.

sk i l l s e t uav {
data { ... } // s k i l l s e t data d e f i n i t i o n
resource { ... } // s k i l l s e t r e s ou r c e s d e f i n i t i o n
event { ... } // s k i l l s e t events d e f i n i t i o n
s k i l l { ... } // s k i l l s e t s k i l l s d e f i n i t i o n

}

Fig. 3 Skillset robot-language elements.
A skillset definition can contain: data, resources, events and skills.

In the remainder of this section, we will use the model of the UAV performing the
mission described in Section 3.2 to illustrate these different elements of a skillset.

4.2 Skillset Data

Each skillset has data that represents the data it owns and makes available to other
elements of the architecture. This data is characterized by a name and a type, and may
have a period. The data can be retrieved by three different means: (i) when one of the
data is modified within the skillset, it is then automatically published; (ii) by queries;
(iii) periodically if the period is specified in the robot-language model; in that case, the
period is specified in seconds. In the example of Listing 4, all the data are published
at each modification and on request.

data {
batte ry : Battery
po s i t i o n : GeoPoint period 1.0
home : GeoPoint

}

Fig. 4 Skillset robot-language data definition example.
The UAV skillset has three pieces of data that it makes available to its users: its current position
(position), its home position (homepoint), and its battery level (battery). In this model, only
the current position is published periodically, every second.
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4.3 Skillset Resource

As the name suggests, resource are intended to represent resources, whether they
are hardware (e.g. sensors) or software/conceptual (e.g. authority). Using the robot-
language specification, a resource is a state-machine defined by a name, an initial state,
and a set of transitions between states. Listing 5 shows the definition of the UAV
resources. The resource is an important concept of the execution model of the skillset
architecture because it allows specifying the conditions of operation, and the impact of
the robots’ actions on the system. Consequently, and we will detail it later, resources
are used in the preconditions, invariant, and different effects of the robots’ skills. The
state of the different resources is both automatically published at each modification of
the internal state of the skillset and also on request.

resource {
author i ty {

state { Free P i l o t Software }
i n i t i a l P i l o t
transition {

Free -> Software
Free -> P i l o t
Software -> Free
Software -> P i l o t
P i l o t -> Free

}
}
f l i g h t_s t a t u s {

state { NotReady OnGround InAir }
i n i t i a l NotReady
transition a l l

}
motion {

state { Ava i l ab l e Used }
i n i t i a l Ava i l ab l e
transition a l l

}
bat te ry {

state { Good Low C r i t i c a l }
i n i t i a l Good
transition {

Good -> Low
Good -> C r i t i c a l
Low -> C r i t i c a l

}
}
...

Fig. 5 Skillset robot-language resource definition example.
The UAV has different resources. The authority resource indicates which entity can interact
with the UAV. The pilot can regain control of the UAV at any time. However, the UAV can
only regain control if the authority is Free. Resource flight_status indicates the status of the
UAV.

Each resource r ∈ R is composed of a list of n states Sr =
{
Sr
0 . . . Sr

n−1

}
(with

Sr
0 the initial state) and a list of transitions T r ⊂ (Sr × Sr). By convenience, we also
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use the following functional notations: states(r) = Sr, transitions(r) = T r and for
each transition t ∈ T r, src(t) represents the source state of the transition and dst(t)
its destination.

4.3.1 Resource Guard

A resource guard G is a logic formula on the state of the resources. The guard is used
in the events, the preconditions, and the invariants of the skills, and is defined in the
following equation:

G := true | false | r == Sr
i | r != Sr

i | not G | G and G | G or G (1)

eval() is the evaluation function of the guard formula on the current state of the
system, and is defined as follows:

eval(true) ≡ ⊤
eval(false) ≡ ⊥
eval(r == s) ≡ iff state(r) = s

eval(r != s) ≡ iff state(r) ̸= s

eval(not x) ≡ iff eval(x) = ⊥
eval(x and y) ≡ iff eval(x) ∧ eval(y)

eval(x or y) ≡ iff eval(x) ∨ eval(y) (2)

where state(r) represents the current state of resource r.

4.3.2 Resource Arcs and Effects

A resource effect aims to change the state of a specific resource. It is defined by the
name of the resource and its next state, and is called an arc:

A := r → Sr
i (3)

Note that the current state of the resource is not specified.
An effect is a set of arcs: E = {a ∈ A}. The effects are used in the events and the

skills (if a precondition fails, at start, if an invariant fails, and to terminate). In order
to ease the reading, we defined for each arc a ∈ A the functional notations: resource(a)
the corresponding resource and next(a) the next state of the arc. An effect is valid if
and only if it contains at most one arc for each resource, i.e.:

∀a1,a2∈A (resource(a1) = resource(a2)) =⇒ (a1 = a2) (4)

In the robot-language specification, our tool ensures that all effects are valid. It is
important to notice that even if an effect is validated, it is not guaranteed to be
applied. Indeed, if there is no transition from the current state of the resource to the
next state, then the effect is impossible. The function check(e) checks if an effect e ∈ E
is possible, and is defined as follows:

check(e) ≡ ∀a∈e∃t∈T r | (src(t) = state(r)) ∧ (dst(t) = next(a))

with r = resource(a) (5)
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4.4 Skillset Event

The purpose of events is to enable state changes on one or more resources, from outside
the skillset manager. An event is defined by its name, a guard (optional), the effects

(optional), and a hook. The guard and the effect are defined in the robot-language
specification. The event hook is a piece of code defined by the developer of the skillset.
The result of an event can be success, guard_failure if the guard is not satisfied when
the event is called, or effets_failure if the effects cannot be applied. Listing 6 shows
the model of event take_authority.

event {
take_author ity {

guard author i ty != P i l o t
ef fect author i ty -> P i l o t

}
...

Fig. 6 Skillset robot-language event definition example.
This effect aims to give the authority of the drone to the pilot if the pilot does not have it
already.

Algorithm 1 describes event processing. At first, the skillset is “locked” to ensure
the consistency of the inner elements of the skillset (data, resources, status, . . . ). Then
the guard is evaluated, if the guard is satisfied then we check if the effects can be
applied. If they can all be applied, then the event hook is executed, and then the
effects are applied. It is important to notice that the event hook is applied only if the
guard is satisfied and all the effects are allowed. If at least one part of the effects is not
possible, none are applied to maintain consistency of the system and the correctness
of the specification with the real execution. The invariant_loop() function aims to
propagate the effects into the running skills in a deterministic way and will be detailed
later in Section 4.5.

4.5 Skillset Skill

The robot-language allows skills to be defined using the following elements:

– inputs are used in the functional algorithm of the skill. Each input is defined as a
data and thus has a name and a type.

– outputs are data produced at the end of the execution of the skill.
– preconditions are used to check if the skill can start its execution properly. Each

skill can have zero, one, or more preconditions.
– start is used to define some effects on the resources of the skillset before starting.
– invariant is used to specify mandatory properties to the execution of the skill. If

at least one invariant is violated, then the skill is stopped.
– progress is used to monitor the execution of the skill. It produces monitoring data

periodically during the execution of the skill.
– interrupt is used to specify the effects applied after the skill is interrupted. Any

skill can be interrupted.
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Algorithm 1: Event algorithm
Input: guard, effects, hook
Output: result
begin

lock_skillset()
if eval(guard) then

if check(effects) then
hook()
apply(effects)
invariants_loop()
result ← success

else
result ← effects_failure

end
else

result ← guard_failure
end
unlock_skillset()
return result

end

– success is used to specify the different execution success states of the skill and
their corresponding effects on the resources after its completion.

– failure is used to specify the different execution failure states of the skill and their
corresponding effects on the resources after its completion.

– postconditions are used to specify the states of the resources at the end of the
execution of the skill. Contrary to the effects, postconditions is a resource formula
and the real effect is done by the functional layer. Invariants, success, and failure
states can have postconditions.

The internal behavior of a skill follows the state-machine depicted in Fig. 7. When
a skill is called then the first step is to check each precondition, if one fails then the skill
stops and returns an error, if all the preconditions are satisfied then the skill continues
its internal state-machine to the validation step. The validation step consists in run-
ning the validation hook. If the validation hook fails, then the request is terminated,
otherwise, the skill continues its internal state-machine and the effects specified in the
start block proceed by checking if all its effects are possible. If at least one effect is
not possible, then the skill returns a "start error". If all are possible, then they are
applied. Once the start is executed without error, the skill is running and then the
invariant loop function is called to check all the invariants of the skillset. The invariant
loop can lead other skills to terminate with an invariant failure, and the effects of those
invariant failures can also imply other invariant failures, and so on. The invariant loop
terminates because a stopped skill cannot re-enter in the running state. While running,
the skill can finish its execution with an invariant failure or terminate its execution:
by being interrupted or can succeed or fail. The interrupt is an external request as the
start of the skill is. The success or the failure of a skill is an internal call from the
functional part of the skillset that also specifies the success (resp. failure) state.

Moreover, each skill also has several hooks. Each hook is linked to a specific element
of the complete behavior of the skill execution:
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Ready Precondition Validate Start Running Interrupting

preconditioni

failure
validate
failure

start
failure

invarianti
failure

interruptedsuccessi failurei

request validate()=true start_hook()

validate()=falseguardi

failure
start effect
failure

guardi

failure

interrupt

success_i() failure_i() interrupted()

invarianti_hook()

interrupt_hook()successi_hook() failurei_hook()

: skillset extern transition

: skill functional transition

: skillset internal transition

: skill hook transition

Fig. 7 Skill state-machine.
In this figure, the gray rounded rectangles represent the internal states of the skill state
machine (precondition, validate, start). The white rounded rectangles represent the observable
internal states of the skill. The rectangles represent the output states (red for failures, and
green for success).
The orange arrows represent requests from outside the skill: start or interrupt the skill. The
blue arrows represent the different hook calls. The purple arrows represent the functional calls
that interact with the skill. Note that to terminates a skill, the functional part must explicitly
call the C++ function corresponding to the desired output state.

– validate hook is used to define whether a skill request can start. This hook is only
related to the functional elements of the skill and the inputs of the request (i.e. not
the resources).

– start hook is executed when the skill is started.
– invariant hooks are executed if an invariant is violated. Each invariant has its own

hook.
– progress hook is executed when the skill is running at the period of the progress.

This hook also aims to produce the outputs specified in the progress block (if any).
– interrupt hook is executed when the skill is interrupted.
– success hook is executed at the end of the execution of the skill if it terminates

with a success. Each success state has its own hook.
– failure hook is executed at the end of the execution of the skill if it terminates

with a failure. Each failure state has its own hook.

The execution of a skill is described in Algorithm 2. It follows the state machine
presented earlier. First, when a skill is called, it checks if it is already running. If it is,
it instantly returns an error. If the skill is available, then it starts the evaluation of its
state-machine step by step: evaluation of preconditions, start, invariant. If those steps
succeed, then the skill is running. It is important to notice that the effects are either
all applied or none is applied. Moreover, the corresponding hooks are executed only if
all the effects have been applied.

The invariant_loop() function consists in checking the invariants of all skills in
the skillset. If at least one invariant failed, the corresponding skill is stopped and the
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Algorithm 2: Skill main algorithm
Input: inputs, validate_hook, preconditions, start
Output: result
begin

lock_skillset()
if is_running then

result ← already_running
unlock_skillset()
return result

end
foreach precond ∈ preconditions do

if not eval(precond.guard) then
result ← precondition_failure
unlock_skillset()
return result

end
end
if not validate_hook(inputs) then

result ← validate_failure
unlock_skillset()
return result

end
if not check(start.effects) then

result ← start_failure
unlock_skillset()
return result

end
start.hook()
apply(start.effects)
is_running ← true
invariants_loop()
unlock_skillset()

end

corresponding effects are applied and its hook is executed. Because the invariant failure
of a skill can have effects, it can invalidate the invariants of another running skill, and
so on. It is important to notice that the invariant loop function is executed inside
the skillset lock. Indeed, having the invariant loop outside the lock could lead to a
configuration in which a skill can be seen as running with an invariant not satisfied.

4.5.1 Inputs and outputs

The skill inputs and outputs are defined with a name and a type, like the data are.
Their types must have been defined. Figure 8 shows the inputs and the outputs of the
takeoff skill.

4.5.2 Preconditions and start

A skill can have several preconditions and only one start block. Each precondition is
defined by its name, a guard, and can have effects. The start block simply has effects.
Figure 9 shows the preconditions and the start of the takeoff skill.
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s k i l l t a k e o f f {
input {

he ight : Float // [m] v a l i d a t e can f a i l i f h>h_geo_fence
speed : Float // [m/ s ] maximum ascending v e l o c i t y

}
output {

he ight : Float // [m] v a l i d a t e can f a i l i f h>h_geo_fence
}

Fig. 8 Robot-language Skill inputs and outputs definitions.
The takeoff skill has two inputs: the altitude to be reached and the maximum ascent speed.
It also has an output: the altitude reached at the end of the take off.

precondition {
has_authority : author i ty == Software
on_ground : f l i g h t_s t a t u s == OnGround
motion_avail : motion == Ava i l ab l e
battery_good : bat te ry == Good

}
start motion -> Used

Fig. 9 Robot-language skill preconditions and start definition for the skill takeoff.
To take off, the drone must (preconditions): have authority, be on the ground, and no other
skill control the drone (motion is Available). When the take-off begins (start effect), the skill
takes control of the drone.

4.5.3 Invariant

Each skill invariant is defined by a name, a guard and its effects applied when the
invariant is violated. Figure 10 shows the invariant definition of the takeoff skill.

invariant {
in_contro l {

guard motion == Used
}
has_authority {

guard author i ty == Software
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
batte ry {

guard batte ry != C r i t i c a l
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
}

Fig. 10 Robot-language skill invariant definition for the skill takeoff.
During the entire take off phase, the drone must maintain authority and motion control. If
either the authority or the motion control is loss, then motion control is set to Available.
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4.5.4 Running

While running, it may be useful to get information about the completion of the skill.
This is achieved with the progress block, which has a period in seconds and outputs.
During the execution, the skill will produce the specified outputs with the rate accord-
ing to the period. Figure 11 show the progress and update definitions of the takeoff
skill.

progress {
period 1.0
output he ight : Float

}

Fig. 11 Robot-language skill progress definition for the skill takeoff.
During its execution, the takeoff skill periodically, every second, publishes its current altitude.

4.5.5 Terminate

While running, a skill can finish its execution with an invariant failure or can terminate
its execution by being interrupted, or can succeed or can fail. A skill can succeed (resp.
fail) in different states, and each state has a specific hook and effects. Figure 12 shows
the interrupt definition, the unique success definition, and the different failures of the
takeoff skill. Sometimes a skill cannot be interrupted instantaneously. The purpose of
the parameter interrupting is to specify the fact that the interrupt is instantaneous
(set to false) or can take time (set to true). In this case, while receiving the interrupt,
the skill switches to the "interrupting’ state and waits that the functional layer indi-
cates the interrupt completion (interrupted). The postconditions are properties that
represent the normal behavior of the skill. A postcondition can also be seen as part
of the specification for the functional layer. The evaluation of the postconditions is
returned at the end of the skill execution. Thus, if one fails, then the functional layer
can react properly.

4.6 Conclusion

In this section, we introduced the specification language robot-language. This language
allows the definition of skillsets that contain, among others, the available data, the
resources, the events, and the skills. This language is the cornerstone of both the
different verifications and the C++ code generation.

5 Skillset model Verification

In this section, we present the skillset model verification. The main objective is to
independently check the different elements of the skillset. We seek to show by this
verification that the different elements of the model are correctly defined. The notion
of resource is a cornerstone of the semantics of skills. Indeed, it constrains the guards,
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interrupt {
interrupting true
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
success at_a l t i tude {

ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e
postcondition f l i g h t_s t a t u s == InAir

}
fa i lure {

grounded {
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e
postcondition f l i g h t_s t a t u s == OnGround

}
emergency {

ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e
postcondition f l i g h t_s t a t u s == InAir

}
}

Fig. 12 Robot-language skill terminate definitions for the skill takeoff.
When the skill is interrupted, the motion control is released. The skill has a success state
(at_altitute) which, if reached, makes motion control available and indicates that the drone
is in the air. The takeoff skill has two failure states: one in which the drone is on the ground
and one in which it has begun its take off, but has failed to reach the requested altitude. The
different postconditions indicate the states of the resources, once the skill terminates.

the effects present in the events, and the skills and consequently impacts the whole
behavior of the skillset. Thus, the skillset model verification consists in checking that
the guards make sense, and checking that the effects are possible. It is important to note
that, even if these checks fail, the system will run without crashing and the execution
has a predictable and correctly defined behavior. But it is likely that this behavior is
not the desired one and can be associated with an “erroneous” specification.

5.1 Guard Verification

The first check is on the guards. We formally check that the guards make sense. That
is, they can be true or false. More precisely, since the guards relate to the state of the
resources, we seek to verify that there is at least one configuration of the resources in
which the logical formula of the guard is evaluated as true and at least one configuration
in which it is evaluated as false. The guards are present in the events, preconditions
and invariants of the skills.

To solve this problem, we use the Sat Modulo Theory formalism, as it allows us to
represent problems involving logical formulas and some structured data useful for our
modeling. Each resource is represented with a Sort DataType (Enum) which contains
all the states of the resource. The transitions of the state machine are represented
by a function that indicates whether there is a transition between two states. The
current state of each resource is translated by a corresponding spell constant. The
guard formulas are simply translated following the semantics given in Eq. (2). To check
if the guard holds, its corresponding constraint is added to the solver. Then we can
ask the solver if the system has a solution. If a solution exists, we can ask for the state
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of the variables and thus find the state of the resources that lead to the satisfaction of
the model.

5.1.1 Event

The method presented above is applied to the guard of each event, in order to deter-
mine whether it can be evaluated as true. Listing 13 highlights the SMT model of the
take_authority event previously defined in Listing 6.

(declare -datatypes () (( authority Free Software Pilot)))
(declare -const authority_current authority)
(assert (not (= authority_current Pilot)))

(check-sat)
; returns sat
(get-model)
; (define -fun authority_current () authority Free)
(eval authority_current)
; Free

Fig. 13 SMT-lib-2 model for take_authority event guard verification.
The first line is used to declare the resource ’authority’ and its states. The second line declares
the current state of the resource. The third one represents the guard constraint. Finally, the
last lines are used to call the solver and get the results. The comments (in green) show the
result of the evaluation.

5.1.2 Skill precondition and invariant

In the skills, the guards are present in the preconditions and invariants. However,
unlike those present in events, they are linked together. Indeed, the preconditions (resp.
invariants) are evaluated in the order of their declaration in the model. Consequently,
to test the usefulness of a precondition (resp. invariant), all the previous preconditions
(resp. invariant) must be satisfied. Thus, a guard of a precondition is useful if it can
be both true and false:

can-be-truei = (∀j∈1..i−1 guardj) ∧ guardi (6)

can-be-falsei = (∀j∈1..i−1 guardj) ∧ ¬guardi (7)

5.2 Effects Verification

The second check is on the effects. We have shown in the previous section that the
execution semantics of the specification language is well-defined, whether the effects
can be realized or not. However, in the general case, when effects are specified, it is
important that they are realized. Therefore, it is essential to determine whether effects
will always be realized or whether there are configurations in which they may fail.

To analyze the effects, we use the same method as for the guard study. We create
an SMT model of the resources, the guards, the effects, and using the solver, we look
for a counter-example that shows a configuration in which the analyzed effect can fail.
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5.2.1 Event

The effect of an event can fail if there is a solution to the SMT problem in which the
guard is satisfied, and there is at least one arc of an effect that is not feasible.

event-effect-can-faili = guardi

∧ ∃r∈resources(Ei)¬ transition(current(r), next(r)) (8)

To illustrate effect failure detection, let’s consider the take_authority event we
defined earlier. We will voluntarily introduce an error in the effects by slightly modifying
the state machine of the “authority” resource by no longer allowing the pilot to take
control when the drone has the commands. Listing 14 shows the new state machine of
the resource.

resource {
author i ty {

state { P i l o t Free Software }
i n i t i a l P i l o t
transition {

Free -> Software
Free -> P i l o t
Software -> Free
P i l o t -> Free

}
}

Fig. 14 Robot-language skillset resource definition (incomplete).

Listing 15 shows the SMT model of the event effect failure check.
The function authority_transition represents the state-machine of resource author-

ity. In this example, the verification highlights an effect error. Indeed, if the resource
authority is Software, the effect cannot be applied because there is no transition from
the state Software to the state Pilot.

5.2.2 Skill

Precondition
In order to study the failure of an effect of a precondition, we assume that all the
previous ones hold and that the current one doesn’t. We then check the precondition
effect by applying the same method used above for the events. The same principle is
applied to the invariants.

precondition-effect-can-faili = (∀j∈1..i−1 guardj) ∧ ¬ guardi

∧ ∃r∈resources(Ei)¬ transition(current(r), next(r)) (9)

Start
A start effect can fail only if all the preconditions are stratified and the effect fails.

start-effect-can-faili =
(
∀p∈preconditions guardp

)
∧ ∃r∈resources(Ei)¬ transition(current(r), next(r)) (10)
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; Resource res definition
(declare -datatypes () (( authority Free Software Pilot)))
(define -fun authority_transition ((x authority) (y authority)) Bool

(or (= x y)
(and (= x Free) (or (= y Software) (= y Pilot)))
(and (= x Software) (= y Free))
(and (= x Pilot) (= y Free))

)
)
(declare -const authority_current authority)
(declare -const authority_next authority)
; guard: authority != Pilot
(assert (not (= authority_current Pilot)))
; effect result: authority -> Pilot
(assert (= authority_next Pilot))
; no transition
(assert (not (authority_transition authority_current

authority_next)))

(check-sat)
; returns sat
(get-model)
; (define -fun authority_current () authority Software)
; (define -fun authority_next () authority Pilot)
(eval authority_current)
; Software

Fig. 15 SMT-lib-2 model for take_authority event effects verification.

Invariant
The error analysis of invariant effects is similar to that of preconditions. The effects of
an invariant can fail if and only if all invariants preceding it are satisfied and its guard
is false.

invariant-effect-can-faili = (∀j∈1..i−1 guardj) ∧ ¬ guardi

∧ ∃r∈resources(Ei)¬ transition(current(r), next(r)) (11)

Terminate
The error analysis of terminate effects follows the same principle as above. An effect
can fail if all invariants are satisfied and the effect fails.

terminate-effect-can-faili = (∀inv∈invariant guardinv) ∧ ¬ guardi

∧ ∃r∈resources(Ei)¬ transition(current(r), next(r)) (12)

5.3 Conclusion

In this section, we presented the skillset verification process. It allows checking if the
model defined with robot-language is well-defined. To achieve this goal, the tool checks
if the different guards of the event, the precondition, and the invariants are useful
(they can be either evaluated to be true or false). Moreover, the tool allows verifying
if the effects can always be applied (never fail). Those two formal verification steps are
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important because if satisfied they highlight the fact that the model is correct and also
that the execution of the skillset will always satisfy its specification.

6 ROS2 Code Generation and Skill Implementation

The development process we propose comes with a code generation toolchain. This
toolchain translates a robot-language skillset model into a set of ROS2 packages. To
do this, it is necessary to make the abstract types defined in the model concrete; this
is done using a separate configuration file. We have chosen to distinguish the model
from the concrete types in order to be able to generate, for the same skillset, code for
possible different targets, in which the concrete types would be different. For instance,
the Battery data type of Listing 4 can be mapped to a unique floating point value
representing the remaining battery percentage, or to the full sensor_msgs/Battery
standard ROS2 state, without changing the semantics of the skillset model.

The code generator systematically produces two ROS2 packages for each skillset:
one for the interface messages and one for the main node of the skillset. These two
packages must not be modified by the user. Then, the user can also generate a spe-
cific package to implement the hooks of the skillset manager specifying the links with
the robot functional layer. A typical directory structure of the generated elements is
presented in Fig. 16. Each directory/package is presented below.

6.1 Interfaces

The communication between the decision layer and the skillset managers is imple-
mented through ROS2 topics, so the “interfaces” package contains only messages. Using
bare ROS2 topics (instead of the service or action layers) allows us to better configure
the quality of service regarding the desired execution semantics.

The messages in the package interfaces include both messages corresponding to the
data used by the skillset and the skills (data, input, output, progress, . . . ), but also
all messages corresponding to the requests and responses of the data, the events and the
skills of the skillset. In Fig. 16, this package corresponds to the uav_skillset_interfaces
package.

6.2 Skillset package

The skillset package (uav_skillset in Fig. 16) contains an abstract ROS2 node pro-
vided as a C++ library. This node contains the various data specified in the robot-
language skillset model, as well as the resources. It declares all topics allowing the
dialogue with the skillset manager (from the decision layer) but also its introspection
(internal status of resources, data and skills). The generated code of the node imple-
ments the logic of the different elements present in the model (resource logic, skills
state machine, effects on resources, guard management, . . . ) that have been described
in Section 4.

This node provides an “empty” and abstract (i.e., virtual in C++) implementation
of the different hooks of the model. These hooks will have to be completed later by the
developer to add the functional part useful for the execution of the final skillset.
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src

uav_skillset_interfaces

msg

DataBattery.msg

...

CMakeLists.txt

package.xml

uav_skillset

include

uav_skillset

Node.hpp

Resource.hpp

src

Node.cpp

...

CMakeLists.txt

package.xml

m600_skillset

include

m600_skillset

Node.hpp

src

Node.cpp

CMakeLists.txt

package.xml

Fig. 16 Typical ROS2 directory structure of the m600 specialization of the uav skillset.

In addition, this node has various methods that allow the functional part (inheriting
node) to interact with the skillset internally, i.e. without going through the topics.
These methods are declared "protected" to restrict their use to the realization of the
final node. These methods allow, for example, a skill to be completed successfully or
unsuccessfully.

6.3 Project package

The code generation toolchain also allows generating a ROS2 "project" package for the
final implementation of the skillset (the m600_skillset in Fig. 16). In this case, a ROS2
node that inherits from the abstract node of the skillset is generated. It is of course
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possible to generate different project packages for the same skillset. The developer
must then add the C++ code corresponding to the functional part in the different hooks
defined as abstract in the parent skillset node.

7 Analysis of the Skill Layer Fault Tolerance

As presented in Fig. 7, the skill model (including the state-machine) is built around a
set of detection mechanisms (validation of inputs, preconditions, invariants, etc.), that
may lead to failed states (interrupted, failure, etc.). However, to be able to specify
and design these detection mechanisms and failure states for each skill, we propose in
this section a process based on a skill fault model. First a generic skill fault model is
proposed using fault trees, then an analysis process using this fault model is proposed.
As an illustration, this process will be applied to skill takeoff in Section 8.5.

7.1 Skill Fault Model

In this subsection, we propose a generic skill fault model. This model will help the
designers to identify errors leading to the skill failure, error detection means, and
recovery actions (actions to keep the system in an acceptable state regarding high level
objectives, e.g. safety or mission).

This skill fault model is based on fault tree analysis (FTA) [17]. FTA is a well-known
risk analysis technique, used for years in many domains, from nuclear power plants to
aeronautics. It is a top-down approach with a graphical representation as in Fig. 17,
starting on the top with an undesirable event called the top event, and then determining
how this top event may be caused by individual or combined lower level failures. In
FTA, errors from different domains may be combined (e.g., software and hardware
errors). Logical relations between them are represented by logic symbols (AND and
OR gates). In a fault tree, the top event is a hazard that must have been foreseen
and thus identified previously. The leaves of the fault tree are called basic events, and
all events between the top event and the leaves are called intermediate events. Each
intermediate or basic event can be interpreted as an error from the overall system
viewpoint. We apply this representation by considering skill failures as the top events
of our FTA.

Based on the concepts of skill model and skill implementation described in the
previous sections, we propose to decompose the top event corresponding to the skill
failure as depicted in Fig. 17.

This generic tree considers that a skill may fail if:

– it cannot be started (node P002) due to validation failure (invalid inputs, unre-
sponsive functional layer, etc.) (node P010) or resource precondition issues (node
P008);

– it is started, but no effect is observed (node P007); this error must then be detailed
by the designer based on the relation between each skill and the functional layer;

– the skill execution is interrupted (node P004), either due to the violation of resource
invariants (node P012) or to external conditions (node P020), for which we propose
standard errors, linked to elements of the functional layer (nodes E024, E025 and
E026);
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Fig. 17 Skill Fault Model: Pxxx represent fault tree nodes linked to skill layer, Exxx represent
fault tree nodes linked to functional layer. DMi and FSi are respectively Detection Mechanisms
and Failure States. Normal font DM/FS are supposed to be managed in the skill state-machine
(e.g., FS1 corresponds to validate failure state of the skill state machine). Bold DM/FS are
supposed to be managed either in the skill implementation (e.g., DM2 has to be implemented
in the validate hook) or in the skill model (e.g., FS4 has to be described as result mode in the
skill model).

– the skill achieves with an error (node P005), which can be caused by external
conditions (node P018), that again must be detailed by the designer, or by resource
constraints (node P014).

This fault tree pattern, also called our skill fault model, is aimed at being instan-
tiated according to the skill under investigation. Some branches can then be irrelevant
for a specific skill and removed from the resulting tree. The skill fault model instanti-
ated and specialized for a specific skill is called the skill fault tree. We can notice that
all the events in this pattern are combined with OR gates, which implies that if one of
the basic events happens, the whole skill execution will fail. Such an event is usually
called a minimal cut set of order one, and is an identified weakness of the system. Once
such a fault tree is determined, it may be then used for quantitative analysis (probabil-
ities calculation of the top event), but in our case we focus on the qualitative analysis,
i.e., reducing the minimal cut sets of order one. For that, Detection Mechanisms (DM)
and Failure States (FS) are assigned to some nodes (from DM1 to DM7 and FS1 to FS7).
Figure 17 exhibits for each DM/FS if it is supposed to be covered by the skill model
and by which mechanism (invariant, pre, etc.), or if it is supposed to be handled in
the skill implementation. For instance, FS1 is equivalent to state validate failure
of Fig. 7 and DM3 corresponds to the guard failure transition. This DM and FS are
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to be considered as guidelines: depending on the actual skills or the actual considered
failures, they can be changed or placed elsewhere in the model.

7.2 Analysis Process

Based on the skill fault model presented in the previous section, we have defined an
analysis process that we systematically apply to all the skills contained in a skillset.
This analysis process is composed of several steps:

1. Listing of all the events that may impact correct skill execution,
2. Design of each skill fault tree based on the skill fault model pattern (Fig. 17),

using the following steps:
(a) Connection of each event listed in step 1 with each skill fault tree,
(b) Determination of all relative failure states (FSi) and potential detection mech-

anisms (DMi) for each branch of the fault tree;
3. Verification, for each skill, that the skill fault tree is consistent with the skill

model and skill implementation:
(a) Checking that each DMi and FSi is covered by the skill model or the skill

implementation
(b) Modification of the skill model or implementation to add or correct a missing

or incomplete DMi or FSi.

Step 3 of the proposed process is an iterative procedure which aims at modifying
the skill model and the skill implementation until all DMi and FSi identified by
FTA are covered. Classically a missing DMi can be fixed by 1) adding a resource and/or
a resource condition (e.g., in invariant or precondition) to the skill model, or 2)
adding in the skill implementation a call to a terminate function in reaction of some
events or data coming from the functional layer. A missing FSi will generally lead to
the addition of a new terminal state (and its appropriate management in the model
and in the implementation) or to the modification of resource conditions.

8 Application

This section describes how the skill approach has been implemented in a decisional
architecture of a drone. The verification activity (presented in section 5) and the fault
tolerance analysis (presented in section 7) are partially applied to this case study.

8.1 M600 Architecture and Field Experiments

The complete architecture including the drone functional layer, the skillset layer based
on the uav skillset model, and the decision layer based on Behavior Trees (BTs) has
been implemented on a DJI-M600 platform to perform the BVLOS inspection scenario.

In the experimental setup (Fig. 18), the drone follows a path around a metallic
farm composed nominally of three waypoints and should stop the mission if the video
stream to the telepilot is lost. A first reduction of the communication bandwidth is
artificially simulated when the drone enters the first area in orange. Then a drastic
diminution of the bandwidth is simulated when the drone enters the second area in
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Fig. 18 Illustration of the BVLOS experimental setup. The drone takes off from the home
point and has to inspect the building going to waypoints 1, 2, then 3. The communication
bandwidth with the safety pilot (located north of the building) decreases along the drone
trajectory.

red, implying to immediately stop the mission, start to descent at 3 m ground-height,
and then automatically land at the current position.

The skill-layer has been developed according to the process presented in this paper:
defining the uav skillset, generating the manager node and implementing the necessary
hooks, and analysing the fault tolerance of the skill- and functional- layers.

The decisional layer uses the BT’s modularity to describe both the nominal mission
and the degraded plan in case the primary mission objectives cannot be achieved. The
degraded plan is described as a subtree (a branch of the BT) that triggers an alternative
mission execution; in our case, a fallback subtree executing an emergency landing on
a safe zone.

In this architecture, we defined two skillsets: the uav skillset containing skills and
resources related to the motion of a UAV, and a communication skillset containing the
stream skill that monitors the quality of the communication link. The uav skillset, that
has been used to illustrate the process all along this paper, contains three data, six
resources, nine events, and five skills.

The realized experiment can be seen on the video available at: https://youtu.be/
mZxyl6v-tDw and whose a screenshot is presented in Fig. 19.

8.2 UAV Skillset Model

The UAV Skillset model has been designed considering the capabilities available on
the UAV used for this experimentation.

The provided data are:

– battery: figures the level of battery charge
– position: the current position of the UAV in WSG84 coordinate system
– home: the internal origin of the UAV in WSG84 coordinate system

https://youtu.be/mZxyl6v-tDw
https://youtu.be/mZxyl6v-tDw
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Fig. 19 Screenshot of the experiment video. Top right: external view of the drone inspecting
the building. Top left: drone camera view. Middle left: map of the scenario with the drone
position. Bottom: timeline showing the active skills and their terminal states.

Each resource with its possible states is summarized here (enumeration of transitions
are not given for readability reasons):

– authority {Free, Pilot, Software}: represents the owner of the UAV control
authority

– home_status {Invalid, Valid}: indicates if the home point has been acquired
since the UAV startup

– flight_status {NotReady, OnGround, InAir}: the flight status
– motion {Available, Used}: states if the translation motion of the UAV is used by

a skill
– heading {Available, Used}: states if the heading motion of the UAV is used by

a skill
– battery {Good, Low, Critical}: provides qualitative state of the battery with

respect to its charge level and the UAV specifications

The events associated to the UAV resources are defined in the Listing 20. Last, the
skills of the UAV are partially presented by giving only the name of each skill and its
inputs if any:

– ask_authority: this skill attempts to acquire control authority over the UAV for
the other skills

– capture_home: set the current UAV position as its home point
– takeoff {input: (height, speed)}: requests UAV to take off at a given ground

altitude (height) with maximum velocity (speed)
– goto {input: (target, speed)}: requests UAV to reach a position (target) with

maximum velocity (speed)
– land: asks the UAV to land on site
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event {
author i ty_to_pi lot {

ef fect author i ty -> P i l o t
}
author ity_to_software {

ef fect author i ty -> Software
}

home_status_to_valid {
ef fect home_status -> Valid

}
home_status_to_invalid {

ef fect home_status -> I nva l i d
}

f l ight_status_to_not_ready {
ef fect f l i g h t_s t a t u s -> NotReady

}
fl ight_status_to_on_ground {

ef fect f l i g h t_s t a t u s -> OnGround
}
f l ight_status_to_in_air {

ef fect f l i g h t_s t a t u s -> InAir
}

battery_to_low {
guard batte ry == Good
ef fect batte ry -> Low

}
bat t e ry_to_cr i t i c a l {

ef fect batte ry -> C r i t i c a l
}

}

Fig. 20 Part of the UAV skillset model describing events.

8.3 A BVLOS application using Behavior Trees as decisional layer

The definition of high level behaviors, i.e. mission level specification, are implemented
in the decisional layer of our architecture.

The skillset implementation is agnostic with respect to the underlying formalism
of mission description languages. We propose in the following to use BTs to implement
the control architecture for high-level mission programming, i.e. the decision layer.
One of the central advantages of BTs is their modularity, which favors their reusability
between different missions. In that way, as subtrees of BTs are still BTs, it is easy to
adapt missions or to simply compose already implemented behaviors guaranteeing the
same degree of robustness of the implemented task to the new one [15]. Moreover, this
very same modularity allows us to describe mission elements while maintaining the
flexibility we are aiming at for mission reconfiguration in case of failure.

A BT structure is a directed tree where inner nodes can encode different types of
execution models (sequential, parallel, etc.), while leaf nodes can be conditions, calcu-
lations, or actions. The BT breaks down the complex task of coding a robotic mission
into smaller, independent behaviors, from the root node. While a subtree implements
and abstracts several actions and calculations, on a finer scale, the single behaviors
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can represent single applications or calls to a function, like a single skill execution, a
condition, a logical connective, etc. The leaf nodes execute some computation (calling
a skill or performing some calculation), and return their status (Running when the
execution is ongoing, Success or Failure). At each control loop (every periodic tick of
the BT), the tree structure is traversed from left to right, visiting in order each branch
of the tree, launching behaviors when needed, or just processing the return status of
every behavior. The return status is then progressed back towards the root node of
the tree, and modified according to the type of each node. BTs can represent chains
of elementary behaviors, where the state transitions are implicitly encoded in the tree
structure, instead of explicitly stated in transition tables as for FSM [50,16]. The skills,
on which our architecture is based, are encoded as single behaviors in the BT.

An action behavior is launched when its node is first visited, and its successive
execution monitored at every tick via its return status. The return status of an action
behavior depends on the result of the related skill. As the execution of the skills can
be made synchronous or asynchronous, it is when the skill results and the relative
behavior statuses are collected at the ticking of the BT that interruptions can occur.
Then, some branch execution can be inhibited by a guard, and other ones consequently
activated, possibly triggering a mission reconfiguration.

This transition model, implicitly encoded in the BT structure, ensures that BTs are
seen as highly reactive, meaning that more important behaviors interrupt less impor-
tant ones. This represents, together with their modularity, one of the main advantages
of BT-based implementations [32]. We take advantage of these properties to create
a full mission specification, where both nominal and fallback subtrees can coexist, in
order to perform failure management at execution time. The BT specification of the
inspection mission relying on a non-degraded communication of the UAV (in the nom-
inal case) or in an emergency landing when FPS criteria are not respected anymore is
illustrated in Fig. 21. After checking that the drone is not in air already, the takeoff
skill is called (leftmost subtree). The rightmost subtree executes stream and goto skills
in parallel, the latter following tick after tick the waypoints defined in the experimental
setup (Fig. 18). If a malfunction occurs when the stream skill is running (or during
the execution of goto), then the fallback rightmost subtree is executed, and runs the
land behavior instead of streaming, thus terminating the mission.

→

?

in_air →

ask authority takeoff

?

//

goto stream

land

Fig. 21 A (simplified) BT representing the inspection UAV mission.
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8.4 Analysing the skillset consistency

Once we designed the uav and communication skillset, we applied the model-checking
step on these models, as described in Section 5. This verification step can return in-
consistencies in the model, that lead to change or improve the design of the skillsets.

For instance, let’s consider the goto model presented in Listing 22. On this example,
the verification tool first checks if the preconditions can be satisfied or not. Then, it
checks whether the start effect can fail while the preconditions are satisfied. Those
checks return true.

s k i l l goto {
precondition {

has_authority : author i ty != P i l o t
in_air : f l i g h t_s t a t u s == InAir
moving_avail : motion == Ava i l ab l e
battery_good : bat te ry != C r i t i c a l

}
start motion -> Used
invariant {

in_contro l {
guard motion == Used

}
has_authority {

guard author i ty == Software
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
in_air {

guard f l i g h t_s t a t u s == InAir
}
batte ry {

guard batte ry != C r i t i c a l
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
}
interrupt {

interrupting true
ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e

}
success a r r i v ed {

ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e
}
fa i lure emergency {

ef fect motion -> Ava i l ab l e
}

}

Fig. 22 Model verification example.
The UAV skill goto uses the resource definition previously introduced in this paper. This skill
can be launched if the pilot doesn’t own the authority, the drone is not on the ground, and
the battery is charged enough, as it is specified in the preconditions. Once the skill starts, the
drone begins to move (cf. definition of start). The skill can keep running if and only if it owns
the authority and the drone is not stopped (cf. invariant). Once the goto skill terminates, the
motion authority is set to Available.
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Then the tool checks if the skill can return an invariant failure just after being
started (i.e. without any external modification of the resources). More precisely, the
solver try to find an initial configuration of the system in which all the preconditions
are satisfied, start succeeds, and at least one invariant is not satisfied. In this case, the
solver has found a counter-example in which the initial configuration of the resources is:
authority==Free, flight_status==InAir, motion==Available, and battery==Good.
Indeed, in this configuration the preconditions are satisfied, the start effect can be
applied, but the invariant has_authority is false, leading to a systematic interruption
of the skill once started.

Based on this inconsistency result, we investigated two solutions to fix our model
of goto: the first one would be to change the precondition if we consider that the drone
must have the authority before moving (see Listing 23); the second would be that the
drone must take the authority (if not handled by the pilot) when starting to move (see
Listing 24). We decided to implement the first solution in our final model.

precondition {
has_authority : author i ty == Software
in_air : f l i g h t_s t a t u s == InAir
moving_avail : motion == Ava i l ab l e
battery_good : bat te ry != C r i t i c a l

Fig. 23 The drone must have the authority to start the goto skill.

start {
motion -> Used
author i ty -> Software

}

Fig. 24 The drone takes the authority when starting the goto skill.

8.5 FTA of skill takeoff

In this subsection, we illustrate how the fault management analysis (introduced in
Section 7) has been applied to the takeoff skill. We obtained the takeoff fault tree
given by Fig. 25 by adding all the considered hazardous event to the generic skill fault
model (Fig. 17).

To build this tree, we first applied Step (2a) of the analysis process: for each node of
the skill fault model, we analyzed which errors could lead to this failure and selected
some of them: battery failure (i.e., battery level too low), software errors, engine failure,
excessive payload, etc. Some errors can be linked to several nodes, and then appear
multiple times in the fault tree. For instance, when the UAV is on ground, a battery
failure leads to the impossibility to take off because thrust is insufficient (E010), while
during the flight, a battery failure yields to an alarm (on telepilot’s radio-command),
and the telepilot should take control back (E087).
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Once all errors were considered and added at relevant places in the fault tree, we
inspected the existing skill model and implementation and positioned the corresponding
DMi and FSi on the fault tree (Step (2b) of the analysis process). During this analysis,
we identified some inconsistencies of the skill or unmanaged events in the fault tree of
Fig. 25 (Step (3a)) and then we modified the skill model and/or skill implementation
to fix these inconsistencies (Step (3b)).

A first observation was that some considered errors can propagate up to the top of
the fault tree, i.e. lead to a skill failure, without being handled by a DM/FS mechanism.
From this observation, we identified missing detection mechanisms and failure states,
which are represented in yellow in Fig. 25. For most of them (the ones attached to
E088), we simply created an additional emergency failure state to give back authority
to telepilot as UAV’s dynamics are abnormal. But this also implied to implement the
corresponding DM. For example, drifting conditions (E089) are detected by tracking
the performance of the control law (in the functional layer), by a function of the skill
implementation (drifted) which checks that UAV’s position rests in a 2-meter radius
of the takeoff point and triggers FS7 (terminal state emergency) if needed.

Another observation was that some errors of different nature could lead to the same
failure state of the skill, but with different detection mechanisms. As an example, DM6
and DM7 initially yielded both to a same failure state: blocked. This situation may
make the failure mode ambiguous, and therefore make unclear the kind of reactions
the decisional layer should implement. Indeed, the behaviour to adopt should not be
the same if we are OnGround or not. These situations have been tackled by separating
these situations into two failures modes: grounded and emergency. The drone blocked
in the air during takeoff is considered an emergency situation that probably requires
the safety pilot to regain control. On the opposite, the grounded FS presents no risks
for the system, and the decision layer can decide how to react to this situation. These
modifications have resulted in the model presented in Listing 12.

Based on these modifications, the Takeoff fault tree has been updated iteratively,
and the same analysis (identify inconsistencies, making recommendations, modifying
the skill) has been performed again until we have a satisfying fault tree model.

9 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented a development process that guides the developer in
the design of an executive layer based on skill models, and in the assessment of the
dependability of these skills in relation with the functional layer of the robot.

The proposed development process is based on the following steps and tools:

1. we have proposed a DSL to specify skillsets, i.e. abstractions of the capabilities
achieved by the functional layer of the system; this DSL comes with a formal
execution semantics;

2. the skillset model can be verified by analysing its correctness using a model-checking
engine; this step ensures that the model is valid;

3. a generation toolchain allows generating ROS2 packages in which the developer
can implement specific hooks to link the skillset manager with the robot functional
layer;

4. finally, we have proposed a process based on fault trees, to assess whether fault
tolerance at the skills level is correctly implemented in relation with the functional
layer.
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Fig. 25 Takeoff fault tree
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We have illustrated this process on an application involving an autonomous UAV per-
forming an inspection mission in BVLOS conditions. The language and the associated
tools for model-checking and code generation are available at:

https://onera-robot-skills.gitlab.io

Future works are two-fold. First, in order to improve the proposed process and the
assessment of the dependability of the architecture, we plan to integrate a testing step
in the process. To do so, we are currently investigating how we can take benefit of the
skillset model and the Fault-Tree Analysis of each skill to generate test cases that are
relevant to cover the fault tree.

Secondly, we aim at extending the analysis towards the decisional layer of the
architecture. In the present paper, we have shown a Behavior Tree implementation
of the decisional layer of our skill-based architecture. But the development process
illustrated in this paper is somehow agnostic of the underlying formalism used to
describe the mission of the robots. Given that, the verification process of the skill-
based architecture should be extended to the formal mission specification to guarantee
its correct execution, given the chaining of the skills, the resources allocated, and the
exogenous events.
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